
Assistant Manager - 40 hours per week
£32K Total package pa (£25k salary + equal tip share)

Little Hollows Pasta is a Michelin Guide listed Italian restaurant on Chandos Road, Redland,
where we make all our own pasta by hand. We use it to create simple and delicious dishes
in our kitchen for lunch and dinner service.

Our focus is on Italian craft using the best local ingredients we can get our hands on. We
also want to minimise waste and make sure we’re taking a sustainable approach to
everything we do.

We’re also working with some of the best coffee, wine, beer and spirit suppliers to make sure
we have an irresistible wine and drinks list to go with our menu. Customers can come in for
coffee and pastries, cocktails, a quick lunch or a relaxed dinner service.

We’re looking for passionate and enthusiastic staff to come and be part of our team. You’ve
got to have high standards and love what you do, but most of all we want you to get involved
and want to be part of an amazing team! If you have the right attitude then we can provide
excellent training and the chance to work using some top quality produce.

- Work with our GM to organise and develop the FOH team.

- Work with our GM to come up with ideas to improve our proposition to customers.

- Working with new and existing suppliers to develop the drinks/food menu

- Opening, closing and ensuring services run smoothly.

- FOH team will run the bar and dining area and will be responsible for all associated
duties:

- Table set up, reservations, waiting on tables for lunch/dinner service, restocking,
barista duties.

What we want from you:

- Must be self motivated, friendly, enthusiastic and able to use their own common
sense. This person will have a passion for food and drink and be keen to learn new
skills, as well as having impressive customer service skills.

- Two years experience in a similar role at a busy restaurant.

- One of our key roles, this person must be able to provide excellent service and have
great wine/bar knowledge.

- As a small establishment we need punctual and reliable staff.



What you’ll get from us:

- A fun and exciting environment where we’ll provide lots of training and investment in
you

- A chance to have input into our changing bar and drinks menu
- A good wage and delicious meal for every full shift you’re on
- Staff discount of 40% on food.

Send your CV to manager@littlehollowspasta.co.uk


